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Twin Oaks WMS Unveils Latest Integration with Fetch Robotics
MARTIN, TENNESSEE, 2/14/2020 -- Twin Oaks WMS has recently unveiled its latest software
integration with Fetch Robotics, Inc. to streamline picking, packing, and data collection - a total game
changer and time saver in the warehousing industry.
Twin Oaks WMS is designed to provide a completely automated solution for the warehouse improving
efficiency through integration with most warehouse picking, packing and shipping equipment. In
2019, this Tennessee based company decided it was time to continue pushing the envelope of
innovation by partnering with Fetch Robotics, Inc., a robotics company in San Jose, CA.
Fetch Robotics provides the market’s only cloud-driven Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR) solution that
addresses material handling and data collection for warehousing and intralogistics environments.
Fetch currently offers six different models that can perform functions such as transporting material,
gathering data, and much more. Twin Oaks WMS pairs beautifully with all six, and can integrate the
robots seamlessly into warehouse environments to work alongside people and machines. The best
part? Twin Oaks can have a Fetch Robot up and running in your warehouse within just a few hours.
"One area we really see this integration fitting in is during peak seasonal shipping," said Sandeana
Totty, Twin Oaks Project Manager. "We already have one client planning to implement them this year
to take advantage of our integration between Twin Oaks WMS and the HMI Shelf robot from Fetch."

-More-

Will these robots put workers' jobs at risk? Absolutely not. If anything, the integration will make work
life a little more comfortable and way more efficient, as a large quantity of time in the warehouse is
spent walking from one point to another. Now, autonomous robots can be sent directly to pick
stations and can be programmed to deliver materials all over the warehouse without disrupting the
flow of traffic on the floor.
"Even if the robot is mapped to go a certain route within a warehouse, it is completely aware of foottraffic and other machinery," said Suzanne Harper, Twin Oaks Marketing Director. "The robots have
special sensors that will indicate when an object is in its path, and it will automatically stop and go
around to avoid the obstruction. This eliminates any safety issues."
Twin Oaks WMS will be demonstrating its software integration with the Fetch HMI Shelf robot at
booth #7291 at Modex 2020 in Atlanta, March 9-12. They encourage anyone in the market for
warehouse management solutions to stop by for a live demo at any time during the show.
For more information on Twin Oaks WMS or Fetch robots, contact Suzanne Harper at 731-281-1210
or suzanne.harper@twinoakstech.com. More information about Twin Oaks warehouse management
software can also be found at TwinOaksWMS.com. Or stop by the Twin Oaks WMS booth #7291
during Modex 2020 to meet the team.
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